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Stationary nonlinear oscillations due to cyclotron instability of a plasma with a longitudinal 
current are considered. The spectrum of the oscillations is investigated and it is shown that 
the oscillations produce an additional resistance and heating of ions. 

1. Drummond and Rosenbluth[!] have shown that 
an electron current along the magnetic field, with 
a velocity lower than the thermal velocity of the 
electrons, causes plasma oscillations to be built 
up with frequencies on the order of the ion cyclo
tron frequency and with a wave vector which is 
almost perpendicular to the magnetic field. In the 
present paper we consider oscillations which de
velop as a result of this instability. We show that 
these oscillations become stabilized by strong ion 
absorption, and this leads to considerable heating 
of the ions at the expense of the work done by the 
external electric field. With the aid of nonlinear 
equations previously derived by Kadomtsev and 
the author [2], the mechanism whereby the ions 
absorb the oscillation energy is clarified, the 
oscillation spectrum in the instability region is 
studied, and it is shown that although this region 
lies outside the strong ion absorption of the Lan
dau type, nevertheless such an absorption is pro
duced by the nonlinear effects. 

2. The instability described by Drummond and 
Rosenbluth [l J should lead to random potential os
cillations in the following region of wave numbers 
and frequencies: 

k}_pJ ~ 1.5, Q/vD < kz < 0.1 Q/vi, 

w = Q {1 + (T.ITt) f 1 (k}_p7)} sgn kz, 
(1) 
(2) 

where Vi = v' Ti/mi -thermal velocity, Q - cy
clotron frequency, Pi = Vi /Q - Larmor radius of 
the ions, vn -velocity of electron flow along the 
magnetic field, and 

(3) 

where I1 ( x) -Bessel function of imaginary argu
ment. 

Under such conditions, owing to the smallness 
of the electron Larmor radius and of kz /k1, the 
nonlinear corrections for the electrons can be neg
lected and the quasilinear approximation employed. 

In this approximation, the equation for the aver
aged electron distribution function foe is written 
in the form 

(4) 

Here v e is the thermal velocity, T e = 21r Le4n0 x 
ve /m~ the electron collision time, 

ne•. 2 () F :(vz) = 2 (. Ez (k, w) 6 (ro- kzvz) dk, 5 
me ) 

E0 the constant electric field, and E ( k, w) the 
Fourier component of the oscillating electric field. 
In (4) the collisions are considered in the simplest 
form (see C3J), and the term 8foe /at is left out 
[we consider the discharge to be stationary ( T e 
= const ), assuming that the Joule heat absorbed 
by the electrons is carried away by the radiation]. 

Since Ez ( k, w) differs noticeably from zero only 
in the region w/kz < vn, a non-zero F(vz) exists 
for VD « Ve only in the interval 0 < Vz < VD « Ve. 
Then, multiplying (4) by Vz and integrating from 
- oo to oo , we obtain 

(6) 

Integrating (4) from - oo to v z and then elimi
nating E0 from the result and from (6), and neg
lecting the last term of (6) because of the small
ness of the integration region, we obtain an ex
pression for 8foe /8zz in the region of the plateau 
lnon-zero F(vz )] : 

iJfoe 2 (vz- vD)foe (7) 
iJvz = - -re 2v2 f-re+F (vz) 

e 

From (6) we can estimate the additional resist
ance resulting from the presence of random oscil
lations, given by the last term of (6). Substituting 
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(7) in it and assuming that F(vz) » v~/Te, we 
obtain 

Therefore the total resistance obtained from (6) is 

u-1 = a;1 + mp D/e2n0-rpe = a;1 (1 + v Dlv.), (8) 

where a0 is the usual conductance. 
It is interesting to note that we have determined 

the additional resistance without knowing the os
cillation amplitude. We shall show with the aid of 
the nonlinear equations that the square of the am
plitude of the oscillations along z is proportional 
to.../ vn. 

We see from (8) that the additional Joule heat, 
released by the electrons, is nomevb/TeVe. In the 
stationary case part of this energy is transferred 
to the electrons and is then radiated, while approx
imately a third of it is transferred to the ions, as 
can be readily shown by multiplying the last term 
of (4) by me vi /2 and integrating with respect to 
dvz. 

Since the heat transfer from the ions to the elec
trons is small, the ions in a stationary discharge 
can be heated to a temperature exceeding the elec
tron temperature, until the instability region (1) 
disappears. We see from (1) that the steady-state 
ion temperature will be approximately equal to 

Ti = 20 (vD!Ve) 2 Te. (9) 

Formula (9) is valid up to vn ..... ve. 

3. We now proceed to a determination of the 
spectrum of the oscillations that develop in the 
instability region. As follows from the foregoing, 
the nonlinear equations mentioned in Sec. 1 [2] for 
the spectra of the pair (p = ( .Pf'), I= (.Pel>')) and 
triple (Q = (.P.P'f"), q = (ci>ci>'ci>")) correlation 
functions of the randomly varying f and the elec
tric potential ci> have, for electrons, the form 

(10) 

. " ·k" ) ie k at oe 
(- Htl + t zVz Qe = - z -a q. 

me vz 
(11) 

We have confined ourselves, as in (4), to the linear 
terms. 

In the equation for the ions we confine ourselves 
to nonlinear corrections which contain only elec
tric-field components that are transverse to the 
magnetic field, since they are much larger than 
the longitudinal ones: 

( - iffi + ikv - Q :cp) pi 

= ..!!__ kvf I + _.!.:_I k', aQi dk' dffi' 
Ti oi m; .\ -'-avj_ ' 

(12) 

(- iffi6 + ik"v - Q a~) Q; 

_ ie k" f + ie I'k' ap + ie Ik ap' -- v.q- j_-- j_-· 
T i Ol m; av j_ m; av j_ 

(13) 

We choose here a Maxwellian function foi• p' 
= p(k', w'), I'= I(k', w'), k" = k + k', w" = w 
+ w', and leave out the decay terms since (2) is 
a non-decay spectrum. 

We confine ourselves to the case when p and 
p' are taken from the instability region, for it is 
precisely then that the nonlinear corrections (12) 
and (13) will be sufficiently large. Then, accord
ing to (2), w" is of the order of 2.5 Q for w' ..... w, 
and of the order of zero for w' ..... - w. The mean
ing of Eq. (13) can be readily clarified by consid
ering the Fourier transform of Vlasov's equation 
in the vicinity of w' ..... w + w' (see [2]): 

(.- iffi" + ik"v - Q _!___) f': = ..!!__ k" f .<D" acp ' r; v oz 

+ ..!!__ \ k~ !!!_<D'6 (k + k' - k") 6 
m; .l av j_ 

X (ffi + ffi 1
- ffi") dk dffi dk' dffi'. (14) 

Equation (14) describes the forced oscillations in 
a region where the oscillations are damped ( w" 
..... 2.5Q or w" « Q ), due to beats of neighboring 
frequencies in the region I w I, I w' I ..... Q. When 
w" « Q" there is a particularly strong ion Landau 
damping, for in this case w" /kz ..... vi. 

We see therefore that the nonlinear term in (12) 
describes the pumping of energy from the region 
of the instability into the region of ion Landau 
damping (nonlinear Landau damping). This damp
ing is described by (13) and (14). It is therefore 
sufficient to consider Eq. (13) only and to integrate 
in (12) over the region w" = w + w' « Q. 

Using (13) and (11), substituting the linear ap
proximations of Pi and Pi in (13), and taking the 
quasi-neutrality condition into account, we obtain 
approximately 

e ',1(C C') 
q = 4m;Q k _1_k j_ // B ffi - Q + ffi' - Q ' (15) 

where only the most essential terms C and C', 
which make the main contribution to (12), are left 
in the expression for q. These terms are 

C = ~ V_1_J1 (A.') Jo (A.) lo (A.") / 0;dv, 

C' = ~ V_1_J 1 (A.) 10 (A.') J 0 (A.") / 0;dv, 

B = ~v_j_Jo(A-")Jl(A.")fo;dv. 
(16) 
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Here J -Bessel function, II.' = kj_ v 1 /Q, and II." 

= lk1 + ki I v1/Q. 
Substituting in (12) the expression obtained from 

(13) for Qi and eliminating Pi and Pe from (10) 
and (12), we obtain with account of (2) 

DI = _!'!_____ Q-1 k _]_ 
4mJe rl 

(17) 

The ri in (17) is the same as in (2). In some 
places we have replaced kj_ in (17) by k 1 , since 
the presence of the factor 

fl ffi I - I w' I - (kz + k~) Vz]-1 

with allowance for the smallness of kzVi and k~vi, 
makes only the region kJ.. "' k1 of importance in 
the integral. We have also approximated J(/1.") 
by its mean value J (A.). The left half of (17) con
tains the same expression as the usual linear dis
persion equation, so that by setting the right half 
equal to zero we obtain the usual dispersion equa
tion. 

We solve (17) by successive approximations, 
equating in the zeroth approximation the larger 
quantity ReD to zero, from which we get (2). (We 
are considering steady-state oscillations, so that 
the imaginary part of w is equal to zero ) . 

In the next approximation, we equate the imagi
nary parts of (17), neglecting the real part in the 
right half. Substituting here (15) and the solution 
of the zeroth approximation (2), we get 

ne'R kj_ ,. I' { ( QTe ) 2 
= -1 exp- --

8m2T v.Q3 f 2 ~ [ k -L k' 1 y2v.T. 
t e t 1 z • z t l 

(18) 

Here R is the numerical estimate of the integral 

at the point of the maximum of r 1, i.e., for kiPI 
"' 1.5, neglecting its variation compared with the 

other more strongly varying functions. R is of 
the order of the maximum value of r 1, i.e., ,...., 10-1• 

Owing to the smallness of the region of insta
bility with respect to kz, we neglect its width 
compared with k and integrate (18) with respect 
to dkz. The integral with respect to dk' in (17) 
is then approximately equal to 

v .T · "\ 2 2 '2 2 dr' dk'6 (r1 (k_LP;)- r1 (k_j_p;)) I(k') 
e " 

2nTp 
= ' l(k_L). (19) 

Tev;Jf1 [ 

Here q denotes the derivative of r 1 with respect 
to the argument, and I(k1) = jr(k)dkz. 

After integration with respect to dkz we can 
represent the left half of (18) in the form 

ne2 ~-· ofoe k" ) - dv dkz -"-I (k) kz6 (w- zVz 
me vV2 

. F (vz• k _]_) 2 meno v1 I (kl) 
X foe F (vz) duz = T ~ V. .\I (k) dk (20) 

We have substituted (5) and (7) in (20) and replaced 
w by Q. In analogy with (5), we have: 

ne2 r· 2 
F (vz, k _]_) = - 2 j kzf (k) 6 ( 0) - kzvz) dkz. 

me 

We have therefore made in (20) the approximate 
substitution 

F (vz• k _]_) ~· I (k _]_) 

F (vz) ~ 5 I (k) dk . 

Substituting (19) and (20) in (18) we obtain 
2me v3l'' I (k_j_) 2 •R k4 

J ---"'-- - n e _ _L_ 12 (k . (21) 
3r;2Te -v;- s I (k) dk - 4mJ: Q 2 r~ I r~ I _L), 

hence 

(22) 

where 

00 

R.1 = R. \. r~ (x) I r~ (x) 1 d: ~ 0.1, 
.\ X 
() 

By way of comparison we note that the spectral in
tensity of the equilibrium fluctuations in this fre
quency region is of the order of T~/e2n0pf, i.e., 
very small compared with (22). 

We see from (22) that the amplitude, as a func
tion of k1Pi• first increases like klpf, reaches a 
maximum, and then decreases toward the point of 
maximum increment, where it vanishes. It then 
increases again after which it tends rapidly to 
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zero. We note that its second maximum is much 
smaller than the first and is therefore more dif
ficult to observe. This is in qualitative agreement 
with an experiment [4] in which the oscillations 
were observed for smaller k1Pi than the value 
corresponding to the maximum increment. 

4. We have thus shown that cyclotron instabil
ity of a plasma with longitudinal current gives rise 
to an additional anomalous resistance, which can 
lead to noticeable heating of the ions. 

An investigation of the spectral function of the 
oscillations in the instability region shows that it 
has in wave-number space the form of a double
humped curve, vanishing when the wave number 
corresponds to the maximum increment in the 
linear approximation. The second hump turns out 
to be much lower than the first and is more diffi
cult to observe in experiment. 

Along with the natural oscillations, forced os
cillations and zeros due to beats of the waves in 
the instability region appear at frequencies on the 
order of double the ion cyclotron frequency. The 
forced oscillations of lower frequency are ab
sorbed by the ions; this in turn heats the ions and 
eliminates the instability. 

APPENDIX (received 1 July 1963) 

If the plasma is inhomogeneous in a direction 
transverse to the magnetic field, then the oscilla
tions considered above cause diffusion of the par
ticle flow along this inhomogeneity. As shown 
in [5J, when the electron and ion density gradients 
are equal their diffusion currents transverse to 
the magnetic fields, due to the potential oscilla
tions of the plasma, are also equal and are given 
by the formula 

NVx = ~ ~ ky < <l> (- k, - w) n (k, w) ) dkdw. (23) 

The x axis is chosen here in the direction of the 
plasma inhomogeneity, and n(k, w) is the Fourier 
component of the alternating part of the electron 
or ion number density. 

Since we are considering the electron motion 
in the linear approximation, it is convenient to 
substitute the electron density ne in (23). As 
shown in [5J, we have for w « ge 

(24) 

Substituting (24) in (23), we readily obtain 

NVx = ;: :x ~ kz /(k){~ foe~ (w- kzvz) dv}dk. (25) 

Replacing in (25) k~ by ki/2 and kl /kz by VD/Vi, 
we obtain, substituting I(kl) from (22), 

(26) 

We have thus obtained a diffusion coefficient 
proportional to H-312• It is interesting to note that 
were it not for the quasilinear corrections, I ( k 1) 
would be proportional to H2 and the diffusion co
efficient would be proportional to H-1, like the 
Bohm diffusion coefficient. Thus, the quasilinear 
effect of plateau formation greatly decreases the 
diffusion. 

The author is sincerely grateful to B. B. Kadom
tsev for guidance of this work. 
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